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a b s t r a c t

In this paper, a framework of authentication and undeniable billing support for an agent-
based roaming service in WLAN/cellular networks interworking networks is proposed. This
framework circumvents the requirement of peer-to-peer roaming agreements to provide
seamless roaming service between WLAN hotspots and cellular networks operated by
independent wireless network service providers. Within the framework, an adaptive
authentication and an event-tracking scheme have been developed, which allow the appli-
cation of undeniable billing service to cellular network even when it still uses a traditional
authentication scheme. The proposed modified dual directional hash chain (MDDHC) based
billing support mechanism features mutual non-repudiation. Security analysis and over-
head evaluation demonstrate that the proposed framework is secure and efficient.

� 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Wireless local area network (WLAN) functionality has
become the de facto standard component in mobile de-
vices. More and more WLAN hotspots serviced by wire-
less internet service providers (WISPs) have been
deployed in airports, cafes, book stores, etc. Mobile de-
vices having both cellular phone and WLAN capability
are available [1]. The mobile users naturally demand inte-
grating multiple mobile computing services into a single
entity.

Fig. 1 illustrates the interworking between WLAN and
3G cellular networks through an IP network. Mobile IP
(MIP) protocol [2,3] is applied to support IP mobility for
mobile clients. Data can be transported along two different
paths, as shown in dashed lines in the figure, depending on

which access interface that the mobile terminal is associ-
ated with. The home agent (HA) and the foreign agent
(FA) are added to support mobile IP. The gateway GPRS
serving node (GGSN) is modified to act as a FA for the cel-
lular network. The WLAN hotspot may have its gateway as
a FA. The mobile terminals (MTs) are provided with MIP
clients and can support both IEEE 802.11 and 3G access
technologies. Depending on the inter-dependence between
WLAN and the cellular network, the coupling between
them can be tight or loose. In tight-coupling, the IEEE
802.11 network injects data directly to the 3G core net-
work and therefore appears to the 3G core network as an-
other 3G access network via WLAN packet data gateway
(PDG). Tight-coupling is usually preferred by the cellular
network carriers for their own WLAN hotspots. In loose-
coupling, the IEEE 802.11 gateway connects to the Internet
and does not have any direct link to 3G network elements.
Depending on the ownership of the WLAN hotspots, a
loosely coupled integrated architecture is preferred [4]
due to its flexibility by independent hotspots, and a tightly
coupled architecture is used by cellular network carrier
owned hotspots.
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Although user roaming is well defined in cellular net-
work through authentication, authorization and account-
ing (AAA), it is still an open issue in WLAN networks
operated by multiple service providers. Many WISPs pro-
vide public WLAN Internet access at the hotspots using
network access server (NAS), which lacks inter-domain
roaming and mobile IP support. We expect much more
WLAN hotspots to be deployed by much more WISPs ser-
vice providers than the cellular counterpart, because of
the simplicity and low cost of setting up a WLAN hotspot.
However, it is difficult for a service provider to have a
roaming agreement with all other network service provid-
ers. Therefore, in such a case, the traditional peer-to-peer
roaming agreement mechanism is impractical, or at least
inefficient, especially for independent WLAN hotspot ser-
vice providers, and universal roaming service cannot be
achieved. Billing support across network carriers could be
an issue considering there is no direct roaming agreement.
When the service provider is metering the network usage
by the MT, it may have problem in determining whether
the MT has left the service session if it is shut down abnor-
mally due to power, software and/or network glitches.

Most of the WLAN/cellular network interworking re-
search work focuses on proposing integration architecture
[5] and modifying network components, such as gateway
[6], analyzing switching performance of integrated service
[7]. However, most solutions are suitable for the service
providers who operate their own WLAN and cellular net-
works. In [8], a roaming and authentication architecture

for WLAN/cellular network integration is proposed. How-
ever, the billing support, which has become important
properties for roaming services, is not considered. In [9],
a single hash chain based undeniable billing support is pro-
posed, where digital signature is applied to the MT side to
prevent the FA from falsely claiming extended service to
the MT. Due to the heavy computation of digital signature,
it may not be desirable due to the fact that MT is a low
powered device.

In this paper, an authentication process, integrated with
undeniable billing support, for an agent-based wireless/
cellular interworked network is proposed. The integrated
wireless network service can be offered by independent
WLANs and cellular networks, which are not affiliated with
peer-to-peer roaming agreements, under the coordination
of a service agent (SA). Therefore, many small WLAN ser-
vice providers are able to join the interworked networks,
which could greatly increase the integrated network ser-
vice coverage. The proposed authentication scheme for
integrated network service can be elastically applied to
both WLAN and cellular networks, or WLAN alone. Event-
tracking for undeniable billing support schemes are paral-
lel to the authentication process, such that they can be
flexibly deployed by a network, such as a cellular network,
which does not adopt the proposed authentication scheme.
Based on a modified dual directional hash chain (MDDHC),
the proposed schemes offer mutually undeniable billing
support and, at the same time, resource consuming digital
signature is avoided. It is shown that the MDDHC based
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Fig. 1. Integrated 802.11 WLAN and 3G cellular networks.
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billing mechanism requires less computation and commu-
nication overhead than the method in [9], which makes it
more suitable for low power wireless communication
devices.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, an overview of the proposed roaming service framework
for cellular/WLAN interworking, including the messaging
scheme and event-tracking mechanism for the proposed
service model, is presented. Security analysis and overhead
evaluation are given in Section 3, followed by concluding
remarks in Section 4. The common symbols that will ap-
pear in message exchanges thereafter and their explana-
tion are listed in Table 1.

2. Agent-based WLAN/cellular integrated service
framework

The actual network parties in a roaming scenario have
the relationship as shown in Fig. 2. The FA resides in the
network that the MT is visiting, which can be either a
WLAN or a cellular network. The HA resides in the MT’s
home network, which knows all information about the
MT, such as identification, shared secret key, etc. The SA
is introduced, as an additional component, to deal with
the roaming agreement issue in the WLAN/cellular inter-
working network architecture when the number of WLAN
operators is large, and therefore service flexibility is im-
proved. Cellular networks and WLANs are encouraged to
have centralized roaming agreement with the SA directly

so that cumbersome peer-to-peer roaming agreements
are no longer needed. A service provider optionally sets
up peer-to-peer agreement with a few major service pro-
viders for better performance, and also sets up a central-
ized roaming agreement with the SA for completion of
universal roaming.

As shown in Fig. 2, the proposed roaming service frame-
work is composed of two layers: authentication/registra-
tion plane and event-tracking plane for billing support.
Considering the well developed authentication scheme in
a cellular network, the proposed authentication can be
used by WLAN alone for smooth and economic integrated
service deployment. Meanwhile, the event-tracking, which
is a key component for integrated service billing function,
can be uniformly adopted by all network operators with
little modifications, especially in a cellular network. A
new business model in the integrated service offering by
the proposed roaming service framework is that the SA
can also provide cellular/WLAN integrated service by itself.
The SA contracts bulk wireless service from physical net-
work operators and sells wireless integrated service to
the customers so that network operators pay less support
cost for end users. The proposed framework also enables
customers to receive improved network access conve-
nience and the SA to get more revenue.

2.1. Service session setup

2.1.1. Overview of dual directional hash chain
We first introduce the concept of one-way hash func-

tion, which is the foundation of the DDHC. A hash function
Hash(.) takes a binary string of arbitrary length as input,
and outputs a binary string of fixed length. A one-way
function H satisfies the following two properties: (1) given
x, it is easy to compute y such that y = Hash(x); and (2) gi-
ven y, it is computationally infeasible to compute x such
that y = Hash(x). The security features of the proposed
group-wise key distribution schemes are based on one-
way property of hash function.

A one-way hash chain, as illustrated by forward or
backward hash chains in Fig. 3, is formed by recursively
hashing x and lining them up in sequence. Let us take the
forward hash chain as an example. Due to the one-way

Table 1
Description of symbols

Symbol Explanation

IDX X’s identity or a unique global device number
ki ith session key
kXY Shared key between X and Y
PubX X’s public key
Ek{} Symmetric encryption using shared key k
Ekhi Asymmetric encryption using public key k
SigX Digital signature signed by X
k Concatenation operation
ts Time stamp
sni Serial number

HAFA

SA

Event tracking plane

SA

Authentication /
Registration plane

FA

MT

HA

Fig. 2. Service model function and messaging scheme overview.
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property of the hash function, given any value of node n in
the chain, it is computationally infeasible to calculate the
forward elements, but is easy to compute backward
elements.

A DDHC (Fig. 3) is composed of two one-way hash
chains with equal length: a forward hash chain and a back-
ward hash chain. It can be derived as follows: (1) Generat-
ing two random key seed values, seed (fwd) and seed
(bwd), for the forward and the backward hash chains,
respectively; (2) repeatedly applying the same one-way
function on each seed to generate two hash chains of equal
length.

The DDHC offers both forward and backward secrecy.
Given the end nodes of a window within the chain, the
combination of the corresponding nodes in the forward
and backward chains offers security measure in terms of
that a party cannot generate the node pairs outside the
window.

2.1.2. Dual directional hash chain setup at MT
In the proposed framework, the DDHC is modified to

suite the particular use for billing support in mobile com-
munications environment. MDDHC is used to refer DDHC
in this paper thereafter. As shown in Fig. 4, the MT sets
H(kMHkrndn) as the seed for backward chain, where kMH

is the shared secret key between the MT and the HA, and
rndn is the random number of nth MDDHC. The MT sets
HðkMHjjrndnÞ as the seed for forward chain, where
rndn ¼ NOTðrndnÞ.

The mask window begins from the time when the
service session is started, and ends at the time when
the service session is terminated. The concept of node
pair only applies to the beginning end of the window.
In this particular DDHC application, the forward hash

chain ends at the node of ‘‘service started” since it is
no longer needed for protecting service session beyond
that point.

Assume tbilling is the metering unit of billing. During its
idle time, the MT generates multiple MDDHCs with length
ln = d T/tbillinge, and different rnds, where T should be a bit
longer than typical maximum service session duration.
The MT only stores the nodes of the entire backward hash
chain, the seed of the forward hash chain, and the corre-
sponding rnd.

2.2. Authentication and service request scheme

Before the MT accesses the network service, authentica-
tion is performed to verify the legitimacy of both the MT
and service provider, and the MT is registered in the net-
work if it is authenticated successfully. In the authentica-
tion plane shown in Fig. 2, the SA acts as an authority,
which is trusted by all the parties, and assists mutual val-
idation of the FA and the HA. By considering the low capa-
bility of the MT and wireless transmission environment,
the authentication scheme is designed such that most of
the authentication process is executed by servers in the
wired network.

2.2.1. Adaptive user authentication process
We briefly introduce the normal mode of the authenti-

cation process for the proposed service agent-based
WLAN/cellular integrated roaming service framework fol-
lowed by the description of the inherited sub-sets for vari-
ations. Assume an MT is accessing a WLAN hotspot (FA) for
the first time. Fig. 5 shows the message flow of the pro-
posed authentication scheme. The major authentication
stages in the figure are described as follows.

Backward hash 
chain

Forward hash 
chain

Seed
(fwd)

Seed 
(bwd)

Recursive hash operation

Node n

Node pair

Fig. 3. Structure of dual directional hash chain. Note that the arrows along the forward and backward hash chains indicate the direction of hash operations
to generate the node series.

Backward hash 
chain

Forward hash 
chain ( )||MH nH k rnd

( )||MH nH k rnd

Service started Service terminated

Forward seed:

Backward seed:

Time

Fig. 4. MDDHC setup at MT.
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1. The MT submits the authentication request and the
wrapped session key to be negotiated to the FA. The
MT can use its International Mobile Subscriber Identity
(IMSI) for IDM, and sends Message (1) to the FA with
current time stamp ts1

M ! F : IDM jjIDHjjEkMHfIDM jjNMjjkijjts1g; ð1Þ

where IDMkIDH represents modified AAA user name in
the form of username@domain.

2. The FA forwards the Message (1) to the SA and requests
the HA for verification. The FA sets
MsgM ¼ IDMkIDHkEkMHfIDMkNMkkikts1g, and sends Mes-
sage (2) to the SA

F ! S : IDF jjEkSFfMsgMjjsnijjts2g : sigF : ð2Þ

3. The SA returns identity information of the HA, and for-
wards the authentication message from the MT to the
HA. The SA sets MsgF to MsgMksnikts2 and sends Mes-
sage (3) to the HA:

S! H : IDSjjIDF jjpubF jjEkSH
fMsgF jjts3g : sigS; ð3Þ

and sends Message (4) to the FA:

S! F : IDSjjIDHjjpubHjjts3 : sigS: ð4Þ

4. The HA verifies the identities of the MT by matching the
IDM M kMH mapping in its user database, and returns
the session key to the FA. The HA sends Message (5)
to the FA:

H! F : IDHjjEkF < NM jjkijjIDMjjts4 >: sigH: ð5Þ

5. The FA gets IDS, the nonce NM and the session key ki pro-
posed by the MT in (1), which shows the HA has
acknowledged the existence of the MT and approved
its roaming privilege. The FA generates a ticket Tki =
TkIDikrefikexpi, where TkIDi denotes the ticket ID, refi

denotes the ticket reference code, and expi denotes
the ticket expiration time. The FA stores the mapping
relationship Tki M ki M IDM. The FA sends the proof of
the knowledge of the session key (6) to the MT:

F ! M : IDF jjEki
fHðNMÞjjNF jjTkijjts5g: ð6Þ

The MT chooses a node pair at or close to the left end of
an available MDDHCn, and sends Message (7) as the
acknowledgement of Message and begins to send com-
munication data to the network operated by the FA

M ! F

: IDSjjEki
fHðNFÞjjrndnjjlnjjxnjjyxn

jjts6jjcomm datag; ð7Þ

where rndn, ln and xn denotes the random component of the
seed, length of MDDHCn and the position of the start end-

point of the window of MDDHCn, and yxn
denotes the node

pair at xn of the MDDHCn. Then the MT and the FA have
been mutually authenticated. ki can be used to encrypt
the communication between the MT and the FA.

After receiving Message (7) from the MT, the FA re-
trieves and stores rndn, ln, xn and yxn

as part of the metering
record of the on-going service session. The recorded
parameters are used to form Event ID, which will be intro-
duced in Section 2.3.

The proposed authentication scheme self-adapts to var-
ious service scenarios. When the MT re-visits the FA, or the
MT visits any hotspot operated by the FA for the second
time or more, FA and MT can authenticate each other using
cached ticket ID. A subset of the proposed authentication
scheme, which is composed of Step 1, Step 5 and Step 6,
is executed, as follows:

M ! F : IDMjjTkIDijjEki
fref ijjNM jjkiþ1jjts1g; ð8Þ

F ! M : IDF jjEkiþ1
fHðNMÞjjNF jjTkiþ1jjts5g; ð9Þ

M ! F : IDMjjEkiþ1
fHðNFÞjjrndnjjlnjjxnjjyxn

jjts6jj
comm datag: ð10Þ

Note that in this case, the FA assumes that the MT’s ac-
count at the HA is in a healthy status. The HA should notify
the FA to revoke the ticket once it finds out that the MT is
no longer good. The most recent FA list that served the MT
can be obtained by searching the Event IDs in the MT’s ser-
vice record. If the MT re-visits the FA after expi timeout, a
full authentication process is required as described in the
above subsection. In addition, based on Steps 1, 5 and 6,
the following two scenarios are also supported: (1) The
MT accesses a network (WLAN hotspot, for example) oper-
ated by its home network when it is in the home network;
(2) the MT accesses WLAN hotspots operated by the visit-
ing cellular network, which supports ticket and PID.

The proposed scheme supports a new business model in
which the integrated service is offered by the SA. In such a
case, it is a win–win situation for all three parties: the MT
has more flexibility of wireless network access, the SA
gains higher revenue, and the network carriers receive less
support calls from end users. In such ‘‘integrated service
offered by the SA” scenario, the MT does not belong to
any real network operator and it only registers with the
SA, which is denoted as SA0 for notational convenience.
Therefore, SA0 is considered as the MT’s home network
and takes over the work which is designated to the HA in
Section 2.2.1. Since the FA and the SA have direct service
agreement and share a pre-set secret key, the public key
exchange in Step 3 is not necessary, and thus asymmetric
encryptions are avoided. The subset of the proposed
authentication scheme, which is composed of all the steps
except Step 3 with minor parameter modifications, is exe-
cuted as follows:

M ! F : IDMjjIDSjjEkMS
fIDM jjNM jjkijjts1g; ð11Þ

F ! S : IDF jjEkSFfMsgMjjsnijjts2g : sigF ; ð12Þ
S! F : IDSjjEkSFfNM jjkijjIDMjjts4g : sigS; ð13Þ
F ! M : IDF jjEki

fHðNMÞjjNF jjTkijjts5g; ð14Þ
M ! F : IDMjjEki

fHðNFÞjjrndnjjlnjjxnjjyxn
jjts6jj

comm datag: ð15Þ

MT FA

SA

HA

1

2 3

45

3

Fig. 5. General authentication message flow of the proposed authentica-
tion scheme.
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When peer-to-peer roaming agreement exists between the
HA and the FA, the only change is to replace SA by HA in
the above messages. Note that the HA and the FA have
shared secret key kHF in this case.

2.3. Event-tracking for billing support

Commercial network service deployment cannot be re-
leased without a billing mechanism. In the proposed
WLAN/cellular integrated service model, billing is based
on the MT’s network accessing activities. We assume that
the WLAN/cellular integrated service is offered by multiple
regional networks under different administration. The mo-
bile user will get single bill periodically, such as monthly,
from its home network. The charge by the foreign net-
works for the service to the mobile user will also go
through the home network. The billing charge is based
on the time of usage, which is measured by the length of
MDDHC. Note that the proposed billing support can also
be applied to network traffic based charge, in which case
the length of MDDHC represents the network traffic in-
stead of service time, as shown in this work.

2.3.1. Heart beat of MT
When the MT is accessing the service offered by the FA,

starting from yxnþ1, the MT periodically releases nodes one
by one, or heart beat, along the time in the backward hash
chain of the MDDHC at around metering interval:

M ! F : IDM jjEki
fyxnþj

jjtsg; ð16Þ

where j denotes the metering interval passed. Upon receiv-
ing Message (16), the FA updates service end value by
overwriting yxnþj�1

by yxnþj
. When the MT finishes the ser-

vice session at node J normally, the FA should have the
node pair yxn

as service session start value and the node
yxnþJ

as service session end value. If the service session is
terminated abnormally, the FA will not receive the heart
beat any more. After pre-determined grace period, the FA
uses the latest yxnþj

as the final service session end value.
If the FA receives the heart beat within the grace period,
the FA continues the service session and updates the ser-
vice session end value using the received yxnþj

. The effect
of missing a few heart beats to proper billing can be ne-

glected. Such measure solves incorrect billing when the
MT does not disconnect from the service session based
on normal procedure.

Sometimes the service session may be longer than the
length of one MDDHC. In such a case, the MT should be
aware of this case since it knows the total length of the
MDDHC-in-use. The MT will do a ticket ID type authentica-
tion with the FA to apply another MDDHC in background.
Such situation is viewed by the network as two consecu-
tive service sessions from any aspect. Since the FA has
the information of total length of the MDDHC-in-use, it
can predict the upcoming authentication, such as fetch
the MT’s ticket credential into the cache, etc.

2.3.2. Distribution of Event ID
The activity of the MT is tracked by a data structure

named Event ID as shown in Fig. 6. An event is defined as
an incident of the MT accessing the network resource. An
Event ID is distributed to proper network operators by
the event-tracking process, which is running indepen-
dently from the authentication process. The revenue is par-
titioned later based on the Event ID records.

Most data fields in Fig. 6 have either appeared in previ-
ous literature or are self-explanatory. The usage statistics
field includes the MT network activities data, such as con-
nection time, upload/download traffic bandwidth, zone
and/or service weight, etc. How to adopt these parameters
into billing generation solely depends on the roaming
agreements and is beyond the scope of this work. Approval
code is a reference number indicating that the event claim
is approved by the MT’s home network. The attested signa-
tures from involved network operators show that they
agreed with those data.

Based on the nature of billing mechanism, we classify
network operators into three categories: (roaming) service
provider, home network and (roaming) service coordina-
tor. Table 2 summaries the distribution status of event ID
among these roles in the four scenarios. For example, in
the ‘‘Re-visit” case, the SA is not involved and it is unnec-
essary to send Event ID to the SA. However, the HA still re-
quires Event ID for billing purpose. ‘‘Integrated service
offered by SA” is a novel business model which decouples
the mobile users and the network operators so that there

Visited (FA) 
network ID

Serial number

User ID

MT’s Home 
network ID

Signatures

Usage 
Statistics

Approval codeService 
timestamp

Authentication type

Fig. 6. Event ID date structure.
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is no need to treat all network access activities differen-
tially and there is no traditional HA role in this scenario.
During authentication process, the network operators keep
the received messages at least until Event ID distribution
completes. Event-tracking is implemented as follows.

After the FA receives Message (7). the service session
starts. Meanwhile, the FA fills in fields of the event ID data
structure and constructs

Event IDFA
i ¼ IDF jjsnijjIDM jjIDHjjts6jjðnjjrndnjjxnjjyxn

Þjjnulljj1
: sigF ;

ð17Þ

where null indicates not applicable. The FA sends Message
(18) to the MT’s home agent, which is the HA or, in service
type 3, the SA1

F ! H : IDF jjEkH hEvent IDFA
i i: ð18Þ

After the HA or the SA receives Message (18), it can re-con-
struct the MDDHC that the MT uses for the corresponding
service session by using rndn in the Event ID and kMH that
the HA already possesses. Then the HA checks if yxn

matches the node pair at position xn of the re-constructed
MDDHC, i.e., yxn

¼ ðHxn ðkMHjjrndnÞ;Hln�xn ðkMHjjrndnÞÞ. If it
holds, the HA returns Message (19) to the FA and the SA,
respectively

H ! S : IDHjjEkSHfEvent IDFA
i jjapv : sigHg;

H ! F : IDHjjEkF hEvent IDFA
i jjapv : sigHi;

ð19Þ

where apv denotes the approval code. Note that in case of
service type 2, 3 and 4, the HA only needs to send Message
(19) to the FA.

After the MT finishes the network access session in the
service area, such as the hotspots or cellular cells operated
by the FA, the FA fills in fields of the event ID data structure
and constructs Event IDFA

i :

Event IDFA
i ¼

IDF jjsnijjIDM jjIDHjjtsjjðnjjyxnþJ
Þjj1 : sigF ;

if Auth: type ¼ 1
IDF jjTkijjIDM jjIDHjjtsjjðnjjyxnþJ

Þjj2 : sigF ;

if Auth: type ¼ 2
IDF jjsnijjIDM jjIDSjjtsjjðnjjyxnþJ

Þjj3 : sigF ;

if Auth: type ¼ 3
IDF jjsnijjIDM jjIDHjjtsjjðnjjyxnþJ

Þjj4 : sigF ;

if Auth: type ¼ 4;

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð20Þ

where ts denotes the latest timestamp since the last Mes-
sage (16). Similar to the action that FA distributes the

Event ID to the HA and/or the SA described earlier, the
FA sends the encrypted Event IDFA

i in Eq. (20) to the HA
or, if the MT’s integrated service is offered by the SA. The
HA1 locates the re-constructed MDDHCn, matches yxnþJ

along the MDDHCn and tries to compute J by the position
differentiation of yxn

and yxnþJ
. If the matching process suc-

ceeds, i.e., yxn
¼ Hln�xnþJ ðkMHjjrndnÞ is located, the total time

of the service is computed as tss = J � tbilling.
If the service session spans over multiple MDDHC,

multiple Event IDs are generated along with the addi-
tional ticket ID authentication sessions. The total service
session time is

P
tss;i, where i is the corresponding Event

ID. Optionally, the HA can check if the MT’s is located
within the network service provider’s physical location
by verifying the MT’s care-of-address or by location-
aware application [10]. If the tests are all passed, the
HA or the SA attaches the approval code and its digital
signature, and sends Message (21) or (22) to the FA,
correspondingly

H ! F : IDHjjEkFHfEvent IDFA
i jjapv : sigHg; ð21Þ

S! F : IDSjjEkSFfEvent IDFA
i jjapv : sigSg: ð22Þ

Note that authentication type 2 differs from others.
The HA is not notified when the FA offers service to the
MT. However, the FA still sends Event ID to the HA. The
HA should always notify the FAs where the ticket is still
valid for the MT to revoke the ticket if the MT is not in
good standing, such as failing to pay the bill by the dead-
line, etc. Such FAs can be found by searching the Event
IDs generated when the MT accesses those FAs for the
first time.

3. Security and performance analysis

3.1. Robustness of the proposed authentication scheme

The proposed security schemes are robust to resist cer-
tain attacks and sniffing. The intruder cannot impersonate
all parties. In both authentication and event-tracking
schemes, the messages between wired parties, such as
service providers and service agents, are identified by
their digital signatures. The proposed authentication
scheme can resist replay and man-in-the-middle attack.
The intruder cannot act as the MT since he cannot gener-
ate a meaningful Message (1), which can be detected by
the HA.

We focus on authentication acceleration when describ-
ing the proposed authentication scheme. User anonymity
and intractability are important security property, which
can be achieved by adopting similar user identity replace-
ment proposed in [11] at the signalling level in the pro-

Table 2
Event ID distribution

Scenario Auth. type Service provider MT’s home network Service coordinator Event ID distribution

Normal 1 FA HA SA FA, HA, SA
Re-visit 2 FA HA – FA, HA
Service offered by SA 3 FA SA – FA, SA
Peer-to-peer roaming agreement 4 FA HA – FA, HA

1 For simplicity, we use the HA to include both cases.
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posed authentication by jointly using other privacy hiding
techniques at the internet protocol (IP) and medium access
control (MAC) levels.

Replay attack is prevented by implementing an en-
crypted timestamp mechanism and refreshed nonce. The
intruder cannot update the encrypted timestamp in the re-
played message, which can be identified by the legitimate
users if its timestamp is out of the pre-defined range.

3.2. Dispute resolution

The proposed MDDHC based billing support mechanism
can avoid repudiation from the FA and the MT. The dispute
in this work includes the following cases:

� for the FA, over-claim and false claim the service
provided;

� for the MT and the HA, denial of the entire or partial ser-
vice received2;

� for the SA, false claim of non-existed service
coordination.

The FA may claim more service time offered to the MT.
The FA is able to generate the elements on the left hand
side of yxn

in the backward hash chain. However, the FA
cannot compute the corresponding elements in the for-
ward hash chain due to the one-way property of the hash
chain. Similarly, the FA cannot compute the elements on
the right hand side of yxnþJ

. Therefore, the knowledge of
the MHHDC of FA is limited to the window defined by
yxn

yxnþJ
, and it cannot over-claim the actual service session

duration time.
The MDDHC’s seed is the concatenation of the shared

secret key between the MT and the HA, and a random
number. While the random number offers the diversity
of the MDDHCs, the shared secret key component en-
sures that the MDDHC at the FA is generated by the
MT only. Therefore neither the FA nor the SA is able to
generate a valid MHHDC by themselves to falsely claim
the service session that does not exist. For the same rea-
son, if the FA holds yxn

and yxnþJ
, it indicates that the MT

must have received the entire service during the corre-
sponding time that begins at xn and ends at xn + J. At
the same time, the FA does not need to hold all the ele-
ments in between to prove the service usage by the MT.
Missing receiving a few yxnþj

due to network connectivity
problem, etc. is also tolerable to the proposed billing
mechanism.

3.3. Overhead evaluation and feature comparison

The overhead is crucial since the security protocols
are implemented on the mobile devices in the wireless
communications environment. Heavy computation by
the mobile is not feasible [12]. The bandwidth is lower
and the channel error is higher in wireless networks
than those in the wired networks, therefore it is also

important for the security protocols to minimize the
message size and the number of message exchanges.

By applying the dual one-way property of MDDHC, dig-
ital signature operation for the billing support, which is
costly in both computing and communication, at the MT
is not required. Assume that the data length of parameters
in authentication messages related to the MT is set as
shown in Table 3. The total authentication message ex-
change via the wireless link is less than 1 kB. The crypto-
graphic algorithm and parameter length can be adjusted
to balance communication/computation overhead and
security strength.

The cryptographic operations at the MT are symmet-
ric encryption/decryption and hash, which are efficient
in computation, communication and power consump-
tion. In order to further reduce the service access la-
tency, the MT pre-computes multiple MDDHCs with
different lengths during its idle time so that the MDDHC
is immediately available when the MT accesses the ser-
vice. The storage requirement of the MDDHCs is not
high. According to Table 3, if the MT would like to gen-
erate one MDDHC for 8 h with metering cycle 2 min, the
required storage allocation is 8 kB. In practice, the MT
should generate multiple shorter MDDHCs for couples
of hours’ use, which consumes even less simultaneous
storage space.

3.4. Characteristics comparison of billing support

The proposed event ID billing support can accommo-
date various user authentication scenarios in both local
and roaming network access. Table 4 shows that the
advantages of the proposed billing support scheme over
billing support used in cellular network is the capability
of adaptively handling special modes, such as re-visiting
and agent-based network access service, for the integrated
network. Since PID is used to index the usage record, user
anonymity is preserved in billing messages.

4. Conclusion

A framework of an adaptive authentication process
which is integrated with mutual undeniable billing sup-
port has been proposed for integrated WLAN/cellular net-
works. The framework considers the road path of the
integration, and can seamlessly adapt to agent-based

Table 3
Parameters used in overhead analysis

Parameter Data length (HEX digits)

IDM/PID 15
ID network (IP address) 8
Nonce 16
Session key 32
Timestamp 8
Hash function output 16
Ticket ID 8
Ref 4
Exp 8
Node in MDDHC 32

2 We consider the MT and the HA as one group, and the service offered
by the FA is received by the MT–HA group because of the security and
business relationship between the MT and the HA.
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roaming service, current traditional authentication sce-
nario and future business model. The MDDHC based billing
and Event ID tracking mechanism support all wireless inte-
grated service type and provide mutual repudiation pro-
tection. It has been shown that the proposed
authentication and billing support framework is secure
and light weight, and suitable for various roaming scenar-
ios to achieve reduced support cost, more communication
convenience and higher revenue.
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